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Retro�tted Gravity Mediation without theGravitino-overprodution ProblemMotoi Endo1, Fuminobu Takahashi1 and T. T. Yanagida2;31Deutshes Elektronen Synhrotron DESY,Notkestrasse 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany2Department of Physis, University of Tokyo,Tokyo 113-0033, Japan3Researh Center for the Early Universe, University of Tokyo,Tokyo 113-0033, JapanAbstratWe propose a retro�tted gravity mediation model whih alleviates the gravitinooverprodution from deays of an inaton and a supersymmetry breaking �eld. Inthe model, we introdue an approximate U(1) symmetry under whih the supersym-metry breaking �eld is harged, although it is broken by a mass term of messenger�elds to generate gaugino masses of order the weak sale. In a low-sale inationmodel, we �nd regions in whih the gravitino overprodution problem is avoided.
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1 IntrodutionSupersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most plausible andidates for a theory beyond thestandard model. Sine we have not observed any supersymmetri partners of the standard-model partiles yet, SUSY must be broken in the vauum. The entral issue is how tomediate the SUSY breaking e�et to the visible setor. Among many senarios proposedso far, gravity mediated SUSY breaking models have been thoroughly and ontinuouslystudied [1℄. The gravity mediation has both good and bad points. It an naturallygenerate the � term of the desired magnitude [2, 3℄ and may also explain the dark matter(DM) abundane by the lightest supersymmetri partile (LSP), while it is plagued withthe SUSY avor and CP problems. In spite of its potential problems, the gravity mediationhas attrated onsiderable attention as the simplest mediation mehanism of the SUSYbreaking.In reent artiles [4℄ it has been pointed out that there is a new gravitino overprodu-tion problem in supergravity (SUGRA). That is, many gravitinos are produed diretlyin the deay of the inaton if the inaton has a non-vanishing vauum-expetation value(VEV). The detailed analyses have shown that most of the parameter spae in the gravity-mediation model of SUSY breaking is exluded by this diret gravitino-prodution proesstogether with the gravitino prodution by partile satterings in thermal bath. A ruialpoint here is that the gravity mediation has a singlet �eld Z responsible for the SUSYbreaking, whih mixes with the inaton �eld [5℄. Beause of this mixing the inatondeays into a pair of gravitinos.Furthermore, the gravity-mediation model su�ers from the Polonyi problem [6℄. Sinethe Z �eld should be ompletely neutral under any symmetries to generate the gauginomasses [1℄, the origin of the Z �eld has no speial meaning and hene the value of Zduring ination is generially di�erent from the minimum in the true vauum. Therefore,the potential energy of the Z will dominate the universe after the ination and its deaydestroys the light nulei produed by big bang nuleosynthesis (BBN), or if the mass ofZ is larger than 2�m3=2 it deays into a pair of gravitinos. (Here, m3=2 is the gravitinomass.) The sueeding deay of the gravitino destroys again the light nulei and ruins thesuess of BBN. It has been reently stressed that this problem is not solved even in the2



ase of dynamial SUSY breaking [7℄.All above problems are originated from an assumption that the Z �eld responsible forthe SUSY breaking is ompletely neutral. To avoid the problems while keeping the meritsof the gravity mediation stated at the beginning of this setion 1, we propose a gravity-mediation model with a Z �eld harged under some symmetry. In this model the gauginomasses vanish at the tree level, sine ouplings of Z to the kineti funtions of the gaugemultiplets are forbidden by the symmetry. So we introdue a pair of messengers whosemass term breaks the symmetry, to generate the gaugino masses. The one-loop diagramsof the messengers, in fat, indue the gaugino masses piking up the symmetry-breakingmass term of the messengers. We show that the present gravity-mediation model indeedrelaxes the gravitino-overprodution problem mentioned above if the ination sale Hinfis suÆiently low as Hinf <� a few � 106 GeV.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2 we desribe the retro�tted gravity medi-ation model. We disuss the osmology of our model in Se. 3, partiularly fousing onthe gravitino prodution from both the SUSY breaking �eld and the inaton. The lastsetion is devoted to onlusions.2 A retro�tted gravity-mediation modelThe model is based on a dynamial SUSY-breaking model proposed in [8℄, whih assumesan SP (1) gauge theory with 4 hiral super�elds Qi (i = 1 � 4) in the SP (1) doubletrepresentation, where the gauge index is omitted. Without a superpotential this theorypossesses a avor SU(4)F symmetry. We assume, for simpliity, that the avor symmetryis expliitly broken down to an SP (2)F by a superpotential. Thus we introdue 5 gaugesinglet super�elds Za (a = 1� 5) and assume the tree-level superpotentialW0 = �0Za(QQ)a; (1)where (QQ)a denotes a avor 5-plet of the SP (2)F given by a suitable ombination ofSP (1) gauge invariants QiQj. Together with the e�etive superpotential indued by the1 The purpose of this paper is not to solve the SUSY avor and CP problems, but to alleviate theosmologial problems that the original gravity mediation has.3



strong SP (1) gauge interations,Wdyn = X(Pf(QiQj)� �4); (2)the superpotential Wdyn implies that the SP (2)F singlet (QQ) = 12(Q1Q3 + Q2Q4) on-densates and we �nd h(QQ)i = �2: (3)We further introdue an SP (2)F singlet super�eld Z and onsider a tree level super-potential, W = W0 + �Z(QQ): (4)For the oupling � � O(1), we �nd the vauum,h(QQ)i = �2; h(QQ)ai ' 0: (5)After integrating the massive modes we have the low-energy e�etive superpotentialWe� ' ��2Z; (6)whih yields a dynamial SUSY breaking [8℄,FZ ' ��2: (7)Notie that the tree-level superpotential Eq. (4) possesses a global U(1) symmetry atthe lassial level, under whih the Z �elds and Qi transform asZ ! e�iÆZ; Qi ! e+ i2 ÆQi: (8)We use this global U(1) to avoid the gravitino-overprodution and the Polonyi problemsas explained in the introdution 2, although it is broken by SP (1) instanton e�ets at thequantum level (see also Eq. (2)).In SUGRA the gravitino aquires a SUSY-breaking mass m3=2 from Eq. (7) as [1℄m3=2 ' FZp3 : (9)2A disrete Z2 is suÆient for our purpose where the Z; QQ and 	�	 have odd parity of the Z2.4



Z QQ 	�	 MU(1)R 0 +2 +2 0U(1) +1 �1 �1 +1Table 1: The harges of U(1)R and U(1).Here and in what follows, we adopt the Plank unit, MP = 1 unless otherwise stated,where MP ' 2:4 � 1018GeV is the redued Plank sale. For a generi K�ahler potentialsquarks, sleptons and Higgs bosons aquire the SUSY-breaking soft masses of O(m3=2).However, the gauginos in the SUSY standard model (SSM) remain massless [9, 10℄, sinethe Z does not have ouplings to the gauge kineti funtions. In fat, the interation,Z d2�ZW a�W a� ; (10)is forbidden by the U(1) symmetry in Eq. (8), where W a� are hiral super�elds for gaugemultiplets. Therefore, we need a breaking term of the global U(1) symmetry to generategaugino masses. Otherwise, the dominant ontribution to the gaugino masses omes onlyfrom the sale-invariane anomalies at the quantum level [11℄, whih may be of order10�2�m3=2. For m3=2 = 100 GeV� 10 TeV we have the gaugino masses of order 1� 100GeV whih is exluded already by experiments. Thus, to have larger gaugino masseswe introdue a pair of messengers 	 and �	 whose mass term breaks the global U(1),assuming that they transform as 5 and 5� of SU(5)GUT, respetively.Then, the Z �eld has a superpotential with the messenger �elds asWmessenger = kZ	�	 +M	�	: (11)The U(1) and U(1)R harges for relevant super�elds are given in Table 1. We see thatthe messenger mass term M breaks the global U(1) symmetry. Here and in what follows,we assume that, at the breaking sale M , the e�et of the U(1) breaking appears only inthe mass term of 	 and �	 3. The integration of the messengers give rise to the gaugino3 If one allows any U(1)-breaking operators suppressed by powers of M , there are suh dangerousoperators as K 'MyZj�j2 +h:: whih indue the severe gravitino overprodution, where � denotes theinaton �eld.
5



masses as [12℄ 4 mi ' �i4� kFZM for i = 1; 2; 3: (12)Here, m1;2;3 and �1;2;3 are the gaugino masses and the gauge oupling onstants forU(1); SU(2) and SU(3) in the SSM. We have used the SU(5)GUT normalization for theU(1) gauge oupling onstant. For m3 ' 1 TeV we havekFZM ' 105 GeV: (13)Notie that the global U(1) and U(1)R harges for the operator QQ are the same asthe 	�	 and hene the dynamial quarks may naturally have a mass term M 0QQ withM 0 ' O(M). In the text, we have rede�ned the Z �eld by a shift , Z ! Z�M 0, to absorbthe mass term for the dynamial quarks Q. However, this shift of the �eld indues, forinstane, a linear term of Z in the K�ahler potential (see Eq. (21)). In the following, weadopt the origin of Z as that obtained after the shift.We should mention here that the Giudie-Masiero(GM) mehanism [2℄ for generatinga SUSY-invariant mass term (alled the � term), �H �H, for Higgs doublets does not work,provided that the Higgs multiplets, H and �H are neutral of the global U(1) symmetry 5.However, they reeive the � term though the following superpotential [3℄,W = C(1 + hH �H); (14)where C = m3=2 is the onstant introdued to anel the vauum-energy density jFZj2 forthe SUSY-breaking. Here, we have assumed that H �H arries a vanishing U(1)R harge.Then, we �nd the � parameter for the Higgs mass as� = m3=2 � h: (15)In the following disussion we restrit ourselves to the parameter region of so-alledgravity mediation, that is, m3=2 ' 100GeV � 10 TeV and the gluino mass m3 ' 1 TeV.This implies from Eqs. (9), (12) and (13)qFZ = p�� ' 2� 1010GeV � 2� 1011GeV; (16)4 Although the salar trilinear ouplings are suppressed at the dynamial sale in this model, it ispossible to indue sizable ontributions by introduing the Yukawa interations, YSSH �	+Y 0SS �H	, withthe SM singlet S, assigning the U(1) and U(1)R harges for S and H; �H properly [13, 14℄.5 If one assumes the U(1)-harge +1 for H �H, the K�ahler oupling ZyH �H is allowed and the GMmehanism works. 6



and kM ' 3� 10�(16�18)GeV�1: (17)We see that the SUSY-preserving vauum, hZi = �M=k ' 4� 1015�17 GeV with h	�	i '���2=k, is far from the dynamial sale jZj ' � in Eq. (16), and hene the SUSY-breaking vauum, jhZij<�� and FZ ' ��2, is pratially stable. Indeed, the messenger�elds are not tahyoni at the origin Z = 0 and the tunneling rate is also suppressed aslong as M � pk��, whih is satis�ed unless k is extremely small [15℄.3 Cosmology3.1 Polonyi problemLet us �rst disuss the Polonyi problem in the present model. We assume that the SP (1)hadrons have masses of order 4�� and hene above the sale jZj > jZ�j � 4��=�, thePolonyi �eld Z does not reeive e�ets from the SP (1) strong interations. The potentialof Z is therefore very at above jZ�j. On the other hand, for jZj < jZ�j the Z aquires alarger SUSY-breaking soft mass from the loop diagrams of the SP (1) hadrons, and it isgiven by mZ ' �16�2�3�; (18)where � is a numerial oeÆient whih is expeted to be order unity. The potential forZ an be approximated by [16℄VL(Z) ' 8><>: m2Z jZj2 for jZj < jZ�j� m23=2 for jZj > jZ�j ; (19)where we have set the osmologial onstant to zero at the origin, and � <�O(1) is a realonstant. Note that, for jZj > jZ�j, the potential is nonzero due to the SP (1) gauginoondensation, and the urvature of the potential is given by [7℄V 00L (Z) ' �3�24�2 m23=2jZj2 +O(m23=2); (20)where the �rst term omes from the perturbative wavefuntion renormalization of Z, whilethe seond term represents the ontribution from the gravity mediation. For � ' O(1)7



Figure 1: Shemati potential of the salar omponent of the Z �eld.and jZj � 1, the �rst term dominates over the seond term, and so, we will fous on the�rst term from here on. A shemati potential for the Z boson is shown in Fig. 1.If the global U(1) symmetry disussed in the previous setion is exat, the K�ahlerpotential for the Z is a funtion of ZyZ and the origin of the Z is most likely the poten-tial minimum not only at the present, but also during the ination. However, sine weintrodue a mass parameter M for the symmetry breaking, it is natural to onsider theK�ahler potential ontains breaking terms. Thus we onsider the K�ahler potential for theZ as 6 K = (ÆM yZ + h::) + ZZy + � � � ; (21)where Æ is a onstant of O(1).We see that the minimum of the Z potential shifts from that at the vauum duringthe ination. The e�etive potential for Z during ination is given by 7V (Z) ' eK(3H2inf) + VL(Z);' 3H2inf �jZj2 + ÆM yZ + ÆMZy + � � ��+ VL(Z): (22)If the Hubble parameter during the ination satis�es Hinf > mZ , the shift is therefore 8j�Zj ' jÆM j � Z�: (23)6 Even if the K�ahler potential does not ontain suh symmetry breaking term from the beginning, itis radiatively indued as K � 116�2 kM yZ + h::.7 It should be noted that, during ination, VL(Z) is absent for a high-sale ination model withHinf > 4��. However, this does not hange our argument.8 Suh a large deviation from the origin is dangerous not only beause it indues the osmologialdisaster disussed below, but also beause the Z �eld may roll down to the supersymmetri vauum afterination. 8



After ination, the Z �eld starts to osillate with an initial amplitude j�Zj, when theHubble parameter beomes omparable to the urvature of the potential at Z ' j�Zj.Sine the potential has an approximate U(1) symmetry and is almost at for jZj > jZ�j,the Z �eld experienes spatial instabilities and soon deforms into Q-balls [17℄ with atypial harge [18℄, Q ' 6� 10�4 j�Zj4jV 00L (�Z)j2 ;' 2� 1021 Æ4k4�2 � �30:1�4 � m3TeV��4 �m3=2TeV �2 ; (24)where we have used (12) in the seond equality. After the Q-balls are formed, the energydensity of Z dereases as a�3 (a is the sale fator) like a non-relativisti matter. Sinethe lifetime of the Q-ball is rather long as shown below, the Z �eld will dominate theenergy of the universe before the deay.How does the Z �eld in the form of the Q-balls deay? The Z �eld deays into a pairof the gravitinos as well as the SM �elds. Sine the Z deays only through (e�etive)higher dimensional operators, the deay rate of the Q-balls is unlikely to saturate thegeometrial upper bound [19℄. For the moment we assume this is not the ase. Then Zdeays in the entire volume of the Q-balls. Inside the Q-balls, the Z �eld rotates in itsinternal spae with a onstant angular veloity, and the Q-ball solution is of the form:Z(r; t) = Z(r)ei!t: (25)Here ! ' jV 00(�Z)j1=2 is the angular veloity and Z(r) represents the radial pro�le of theQ-ball with a radial oordinate r, ranging from r = 0 to r = RQ, where RQ is the radiusof the Q-ball. The �eld value at the enter r = 0, Z(0), is roughly equal to �Z. For lateruse, let us express ! in terms of the gluino mass as! ' 2�3  �Æk!m3; (26)where we have used (12) and (20). The lassial-�eld on�guration (25) is interpreted as aondensate of the Z-partiles with energy ! per unit quanta and with a marosopi num-ber density � !j�Zj2. Therefore one an use the perturbative deay rate by substituting! for the mass of Z 9.9 Sine the �nite size of the Q-ball implies a �nite momenta, p<�R�1Q � !, for a quanta in theondensate, numerial fators may hange by O(1) in the following deay rates.9



Sine the Z �eld has a nonzero F -term jFZj � m3=2 even for jZj > jZ�j due to thegaugino ondensation, it deays into a pair of the gravitinos. The deay rate is given by�Z(Z ! 2 3=2) ' 196� !5m23=2 ;' 1� 10�24GeV �Æk!5 � �30:1��5 � m3TeV�5 �m3=2TeV ��2 ; (27)where m3 and m3=2 are evaluated at the weak sale. In the goldstino piture, the abovedeay into the gravitinos is indued by the four point interation jZj4 in the K�ahlerpotential, whih arises from the wavefuntion renormalization of Z.In addition, Z interats with the SM gauge setor via the messenger loops. Sine! �M , we an write an e�etive oupling asL = � Z d2� �i8� kZM + kZW (i)� W (i)� + h::; (28)where Z is the super�eld. This interation is expanded asL ' � �i4� kMZ�� 14F (i)�� F (i)�� + i8�����F (i)�� F (i)�� � kFZM ��(i)PL�(i)�+ h::; (29)where we negleted terms with higher orders of khZi=M . Then the deay rate into theSU(3)C gluons is�Z(Z ! 2g) ' 8� k28� ��38��2 !3M2 ;' 4� 10�26GeV �Æk!3 � �30:1��3 � m3TeV�5 �m3=2TeV ��2 ; (30)while that into the gluinos is�Z(Z ! 2~g) ' 8� 18�  �3k2FZ4�M2 !2 !;' 6� 10�24GeV �Æk!� �30:1��3 � m3TeV�5 �m3=2TeV ��2 ; (31)where we have assumed ! is muh larger than 2m3.The Z also deays into the SM matters via the top Yukawa oupling, sine it has alinear term in the K�ahler potential [20℄. However, the rate is smaller than that into the10



gauge bosons. The deay via anomalies in SUGRA [24℄ is also suppressed by a loop fator,so we neglet them here.One an hek that the deay rates (27) and (30) (or (31) ) are muh smaller than thegeometrial upper bound on the Q-ball deay rate: [19℄�Q = 1Q �����dQdt ����� ;' 8� 10�20GeV �3Æ5k5!� �30:1��5 � m3TeV�5 �m3=2TeV ��2 ; (32)The upper bound an be thought of as a dissipation rate of relativisti deay produts. Ifthe deay produts are fermions (e.g. the gravitinos and gauginos in our ase), and if theperturbative deay rates obtained in a way desribed above exeed the bound, the deayproesses inside the Q-ball would be suppressed by the Pauli bloking sine the deayedproduts would �ll the phase spae. Then, the dissipation rate would determine the deayrate of the Q-ball. In our ase, however, sine the deay proeeds only through the higherdimensional operators and the perturbative deay rates are so small, suh suppressionis absent. On the other hand, if the deay produts are bosons (e.g. the gluons in ourase), there is no Pauli bloking inside the Q-ball. However, if the bosons aquire a largemass due to interations with the salar �eld that form the Q-ball, the deay inside theQ-ball might be kinematially bloked. Then the deay rate of the Q-ball would beomeagain �Q. In the present ase, however, sine the Z �eld is singlet under the SM gaugesymmetry, the gluons are massless inside the Q-balls. Thus the deay rate of the Q-ballis given by the perturbative deay rate.It is illustrative to take the ratios of the above deay rates:�Z(Z ! 2 3=2)�Z(Z ! 2g) ' 12�23  �kÆ!2 ; (33)�(Z ! 2~g)�(Z ! 2g) ' 16�2  �kÆ!�2 : (34)Therefore, for (�=kÆ)� 1, the dominant deay mode is that into the gravitinos, while thegluino prodution dominates over the others for 0:1<�(�=kÆ)<�O(1). For (�=kÆ)<� 0:1,the deay into the gluinos is kinematially forbidden (see (26)), and the gluon produtiondominates over the other two hannels. Note that, for (�=kÆ) � 1, the e�etive mass of11



Z, !, is muh larger than the weak sale and the deay into a pair of the gravitinos iskinematially allowed.First let us onsider the ase of (�=kÆ)� 1, in whih the gravitino prodution is themain deay mode. The total deay rate of the Z �eld is given by �(total)Z ' �Z(Z ! 2 3=2).Then, after the deay of Z, the universe is dominated by the gravitinos with a smallamount of the entropy produed by the deay into the gluons and the gluinos. Thegravitino-to-entorpy ratio isY (Z)3=2 ' 2B3=2(1�B3=2)3=4 34!  �2g�10 !� 14 q�(total)Z ;� 9� 10�8 � g�10:75�� 14 � �30:1�� 32 � m3TeV� 32 �m3=2TeV ��1 ; (35)where g� ounts the relativisti degrees of freedom, and B3=2 ' 1 denotes the branh-ing ratio of the gravitino prodution. Thus the gravitino abundane is too large to beompatible with the onstraints from BBN whih range from O(10�16) to O(10�14) form3=2 = 100GeV� 10TeV [21, 22℄ (see also (53)).On the other hand, the gluino prodution dominates for 0:1<�(�=kÆ)<�O(1). Sine thedeay temperature is rather low, the resultant lightest SUSY partiles (LSP) will easilyoverlose the universe. In order to avoid the overprodution of the LSP, the e�etive mass! should be smaller than 2m3, i.e., (�=kÆ)<� 0:1. Using (30) as the total deay rate, thedeay temperature beomesTd �  �2g�10 !� 14 q�(total)Z ;' 0:2MeV� g�10:75�� 14  �Æk!32 � �30:1�� 32 � m3TeV� 52 �m3=2TeV ��1 ;<� 5 keV� g�10:75�� 14 � m3TeV� 52 �m3=2TeV ��1 : (36)Sine the gaugino mass is proportional to the gravitino mass, the deay temperature in-reases as the gravitino mass beomes larger. However, even for m3=2 ' m3 = O(10)TeV,it is still smaller by several orders of magnitude than the lower bound on the deay tem-perature by BBN [21, 22℄, the osmi mirowave bakground and the large sale stru-ture [23℄. Thus we onlude that one Z �eld deviates from the origin during ination12



by �Z ' ÆM , the Polonyi problem assoiated with the Z �eld spoils the suess of thestandard osmology.Now let us turn to a low-sale ination senario, satisfying Hinf < mZ . If the initialposition of Z is beyond Z�, it will settle down at jZj � jÆM j during ination, and thePolonyi problem jeopardizes the senario as before. In the following we assume that thisis not the ase. The shift of the minimum is then given byj�Zj ' H2infm2Z jÆM j: (37)We require j�Zj < jZ�j to avoid the above Polonyi problem, whih leads to a onstraintHinf <� 2� 106GeV � 74pÆk � �30:1�� 12 � m3TeV� 12 �m3=2TeV � 14 : (38)After ination, the Z starts to osillate with an initial amplitude �Z given by (37), andsoon deays into a pair of the gravitinos, sine the rate is enhaned espeially when mZis muh larger than m3=2 (see the equation above (27)). The abundane of the gravitinosprodued by the Z deay isY (Z)3=2 ' 1� 10�12 Æ2k2� 152 � �30:1�2 � m3TeV��2 � Hinf106GeV�2 � TR106GeV��m3=2TeV � 12 ; (39)<� 6� 10�12 Æk�4 � �30:1�� m3TeV��1 � TR106GeV��m3=2TeV � ; (40)where TR denotes the reheating temperature of the inaton, and we have used (38) for thelast inequality. We �nd that the gravitino abundane is muh smaller than the previousase (35), and it an be ompatible with the BBN bounds.To sum up, the Polonyi problem assoiated with the Z �eld exludes high-sale ina-tion models, and only low-sale ination models satisfying (38) may be able to irumventthe problem.3.2 Gravitino prodution from Inaton deayThe gravitino prodution from the inaton deay is a quite generi phenomenon. In fat,for a large-sale ination model, the inaton diretly deays into the SUSY breakingsetor [20, 24℄, produing the gravitinos, while the gravitino pair prodution beomese�etive for a low-sale ination model. 13



Let us �rst onsider ination models with an inaton mass m� larger than the dynam-ial sale 4��, whih is typially the ase for large-sale ination like a hybrid inationmodel [25℄. The inaton then deays into the SUSY breaking setor through the followingproesses. As pointed out in Ref. [20℄, the inaton deays via the Yukawa oupling (4),produing the salar and fermioni omponents of Z and the hidden (s)quarks Qi. Notethat the fermioni omponents of Z is the goldstino whih will be eaten by the gravitino,and that the salar Z dominantly deays into a pair of the gravitinos. In addition, theinaton deays into the SP (1) gauge setor via the anomalies in SUGRA [24℄. The pro-dued gauge bosons/gauginos form jets, produing the SP (1) hadrons. In the deays ofthe SP (1) hadrons, the gravitinos are produed. The detailed analyses [20, 24℄ atuallyshow that the gravitino prodution through the above proesses exludes almost entireparameter spaes for the large-sale ination models. Therefore, even if one irumventsthe Polonyi problem disussed in the previous setion (e.g. by �ne-tuning the linear termof Z in the K�ahler potential), the high-sale ination models still su�er from the severegravitino overprodution problem.In the rest of this setion, we fous on low-sale ination models with the inatonmass smaller than 4��. Then the spontaneous deays [20, 24℄ do not our, sine theSUSY breaking �elds typially have a mass of the dynamial sale. Instead, we needto take aount of the gravitino pair prodution from the inaton. The gravitino pairprodution ours even when the inaton has the minimal K�ahler potential. When theK�ahler potential is minimal for the inaton �eld, the gravitino pair prodution rate is [5℄�(0)� (�! 2 3=2) ' 132� h�i2m3� � F (0) (41)with F (0) � ( (mZ=m�)4 for m� � mZ1 for m� � mZ ; (42)where h�i denotes the VEV of the inaton, and the upper index (0) is to remind usthat the rate is for the minimal K�ahler potential. Although the gravitino prodution issuppressed if m� � mZ , one annot expet too large hierarhy between m� and mZ ,beause we are onsidering low-sale ination models with m� < 4��.Now we onsider non-renormalizable ouplings of the inaton with Z. Atually, thoseouplings that indue the mixings between � and Z in SUGRA enhane the gravitino14



prodution. The relevant mixings arise from the following interations:K = �1j�j2Z + �22 j�j2ZZ + h::; (43)where �1(2) are numerial oeÆients. The presene of those interations is rather generi,sine even though we have assumed that suh U(1)-breaking operators are absent at theuto� sale, these are radiatively indued during the evolution running down to lowerenergy sale through the U(1)-breaking operator in Eq.(11). At the inaton mass salem� �M , �1(2) are estimated as�1 � 5�16�2kM� ln M2PjM j2 ; (44)�2 � 5�16�2 (kM�)2jM j2 ; (45)where we have introdued a non-renormalizable interation,K = �j�j2j	j2; (46)with a numerial oeÆient � of order unity. The deay rate into a pair of the gravitinosis [5℄ �(1)� (�! 2 3=2) ' 132� h�i2m3� � F (1) (47)with F (1) � 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: j�1j23 m4Zm23=2m2� + j�2j2 for m� � mZj�1j23 m2�m23=2 + j�2j2 �m�mZ �4 for m� � mZ ; (48)where we have negleted interferene terms for simpliity.Combining (41) and (47), the gravitino abundane beomesY (�)3=2 ' 2��(�! 2 3=2)�(total)� 3TR4m� ;' 7� 10�15F � g�200�� 12  h�i1015GeV!2 � m�1010GeV�2 � TR106GeV��1 ; (49)
15



where �(total)� is the total deay rate of the inaton, and is related to the reheating tem-perature TR as �(total)� =  �2g�10 ! 12 T 2R: (50)We have also de�ned F � F (0) + F (1) by ignoring the interferenes.Let us ompare the result (49) to the gravitino prodution from the Z �eld assoiatedwith the Polonyi problem. We notie that the dependene of Y (�)3=2 on the reheating tem-perature is di�erent from that of Y (Z)3=2 in (39). Importantly, the gravitino overprodutionproblem annot be solved simply by reduing the reheating temperature, sine Y (�)3=2 isinversely proportional to TR. This makes it nontrivial whether there exist osmologiallyallowed parameter regions.3.3 ExampleLet us onsider a new ination model [26℄ as an example of the low-sale ination models.The K�ahler potential and superpotential of the inaton setor are written asK(�; �y) = j�j2 + �4 j�j4;W (�) = v2�� gn+ 1 �n+1: (51)where the observed density utuations are explained for v ' 4 � 10�7 (0:1=g)1=2 and�<� 0:03 in the ase of n = 4. We assume n = 4 in the following, sine the Hubbleparameter during ination likely exeeds the bound (38) for n > 4 [27℄. After ination,the inaton � takes the expetation value h�i ' (v2=g)1=n. The inaton mass is given bym� ' nv2= h�i, and the gravitino mass is related to v as m3=2 ' nv2 h�i =(n + 1), sinethe inaton VEV indues the spontaneous breaking of the R-symmetry, namely a nonzerohW i. Preisely speaking, v has a weak dependene on TR via an e-folding number and on�, and h�i depends on these parameters as well. Therefore one an express the inationsale v and the oupling g as funtions of m3=2, TR and �, one the WMAP normalizationof the density utuations [28℄ is applied. In the following numerial analyses, we takeinto aount these orretions.In the numerial analyses, we estimate the gravitino abundane. In addition to thenon-thermally produed gravitinos, (39) and (49), we also inlude the ontribution from16



the thermally produed gravitinos: [29℄10Y3=2 ' 1:9� 10�12 � TR1010 GeV�� �1 + 0:045 ln� TR1010 GeV�� �1� 0:028 ln� TR1010 GeV ;�� : (52)The gravitino abundane is severely onstrained by BBN as [31℄Y3=2 <� 8>>>><>>>>: 1� 10�16 � 6� 10�16 for m3=2 ' 0:1� 0:2 TeV4� 10�17 � 6� 10�16 for m3=2 ' 0:2� 2 TeV7� 10�17 � 2� 10�14 for m3=2 ' 2� 10 TeV (53)for the unstable gravitino with a hadroni branhing ratio Bh ' 1.We show ontours of the gravitino abundane Y3=2 for the new ination model (thinsolid (red) lines) in Fig. 2, for several sets of (�; k) = (0:5; 0:1); (1; 0:1); (0:5; 0:01) and(1; 0:01) labeled by (A), (B), (C) and (D), respetively. We also show the parameterspae onsistent with the BBN bounds (53), whih is enlosed by the thik solid (green)lines. We have hosen the other parameters of the SUSY breaking setor as Æ = 0:1 and� = 1. We have taken � = 1, whih should be in priniple determined by the strongdynamis, and m3 = 1TeV as a referene value. The parameters of the new inationmodel, � and n, are hosen as � = 10�2 and n = 4, while g is not an independentparameter and is determined by the other parameters. The reheating temperature TR isregarded as a free parameter, by assuming proper ouplings of the inaton with the SMsetor [27℄, though the spontaneous deays via the SUGRA e�ets [20℄ provides the lowestreheating temperature as TR>�O(1)GeV.From Fig. 2, one an see that the gravitino abundane beomes larger for the heaviergravitino. It also tends to inrease when TR is both raised and lowered. These behaviorsare mainly due to the non-thermal produtions of the gravitinos, (39) and (49), and itan be understood as follows. For larger m3=2 and TR, the gravitino prodution from theSUSY breaking �eld beomes important, while the gravitino from an inaton dominatesfor smaller TR. Here it should be noted that the inaton mass is positively orrelatedwith the gravitino mass in the model (51).10 The gluon in the hot plasma might deays into the gravitino due to the thermal orretions [30℄.This, however, hanges the gravitino prodution rate only by a fator.17



Sine the gravitino abundane is sensitive to the model parameters, the allowed regionshange for a di�erent set of (�; k). When � inreases, the gravitino prodution from theSUSY breaking �eld (39) is suppressed, while more gravitinos are produed by the inatondeay (see (49)). Thus the allowed region shifts upwards as an be seen by omparing thepanel (B) with (A) (or (D) with (C)) in Fig. 2. On the other hand, as k beomes smaller,the abundanes of the gravitino produed both from the Z and the inaton derease (see(39) and (49)). Comparing the panel (C) with (A) (or (D) with (B)) in Fig. 2, we �ndmuh broader allowed region for smaller k.We notie that for smaller m3=2 and relatively large TR, the ontours of the grav-itino abundane tends to beome independent of m3=2, espeially when the non-thermalgravitino prodution is suppressed. This means that the abundane is dominated by thethermal prodution, and therefore it is determined solely by TR there.One may be interested in the regions of higher reheating temperature suh as TR>� 106GeV, where non-thermal leptogenesis [32, 33, 34℄ may be able to explain the baryonasymmetry of the universe. For the panel (C) in Fig. 2, we �nd allowed regions withTR>� 106GeV for m3=2>� 7TeV and m3=2 = 100�400GeV, and similarly, for m3=2>� 4TeVand m3=2 = 100 � 500GeV in the panel (D). Notie that the thermal prodution ofthe gravitino (53) imposes onstraints on the reheating temperature as TR<� a few �106GeV form3=2 = 100�500GeV, while it beomes signi�antly relaxed form3=2>� 4TeV.Therefore, in the panel (D), the upper bound on the reheating temperature is almost thesame as that from the thermal gravitino prodution.We have varied �, k and Æ to see how the onstraints depend on the parameters in theSUSY breaking setor. In Fig. 3, we have examined whether or not the allowed regionexits for m3=2 = 100GeV � 10TeV and TR = 1GeV � 1010GeV (left panel), and form3=2 = 100GeV� 10TeV and TR = 106GeV� 1010GeV (right panel). One an see that� is bounded below for �xed k, sine too small mZ makes the Polonyi problem worse(see (39)). Although not expliitly shown in the �gure, � annot be too large sine moregravitinos are produed from the inaton. For smaller k and Æ, it beomes easier to satisfythe BBN bounds, though too small k upsets the stability of the SUSY breaking vauum.As a omment, although we have taken aount of the LSP prodution from thegravitinos, it does not give any meaningful onstraints on the parameters in whih we are18



interested 11. Indeed, the abundane of the LSP produed from the gravitino is alwaysnegligible for the LSP mass <�O(1)TeV, as long as we require the BBN onstraints onY3=2 (53) to be satis�ed.So far, we have onsidered the new ination model (51), in whih the inaton massand the gravitino mass are orrelated. The relation does not hold if we onsider a two-�eldnew ination model [35℄. For instane, even for larger gravitino mass, we an take theinaton mass lower than the model (51). Then the gravitino prodution from both thePolonyi �eld and the inaton an be suppressed.4 ConlusionsThe gravity mediation provides a simple way to mediate the SUSY breaking to the visiblesetor, and so, it has been one of the main target of researh. However, reent observationson the gravitino overprodution from an inaton and the Polonyi problem revealed thatthe gravity mediation is faed with the osmologial embarrassment, whih drives thesenario into a orner, hinting that some improvement is needed. In this paper, wehave proposed the retro�tted gravity mediation model to irumvent the osmologialproblems. We have introdued an approximate U(1) symmetry under whih the SUSYbreaking �eld is harged to alleviate the gravitino overprodution from an inaton and asupersymmetry breaking �eld. Indeed, we have found suh regions for a low-sale inationmodel that all the superpartiles, espeially, the gauginos as well as the gravitino, have amass around the weak sale and the osmologial bounds on the gravitino abundane aresatis�ed.Spei�ally, there are allowed regions that the reheating temperature is larger than106GeV for m3=2>� 4TeV and m3=2 = 100 � 500GeV. These regions are attrative sinenon-thermal leptogenesis may be able to explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe.For the gravitino mass heavier than 4TeV, the squark and sleptons aquire large massesof O(m3=2), and therefore the problems of large avor hanging neutral urrents and CPviolation beome mild. Further, if the gaugino (and/or higgsino) masses are so light as11 Here we have negleted the thermal prodution in the estimation of the LSP abundane. It is highlydependent on the mass spetrum of the visible setor.19



Figure 2: Contours of the gravitino abundane Y3=2 and the BBN onstraints on the(m3=2; TR) plane, in the ase of the new ination model. The regions surrounded by thethik solid (green) lines are onsistent with the BBN onstraints (53). We have set the pa-rameters as: Æ = 0:1 and � = 10�2, varying (�; k) as (�; k) = (0:5; 0:1); (1; 0:1); (0:5; 0:01)and (1; 0:01) labeled by (A), (B), (C) and (D), respetively.O(100)GeV, the partile spetrum resembles that in the fous-point region [36℄, and thelightest neutralino may be able to explain the urrent DM abundane [37℄.Finally let us omment on the possible extension of the model. From the numerialanalyses, we have seen that smaller k and Æ are osmologially favored sine the gravitinooverprodution problem gets greatly relaxed. Suh a suppression of k and Æ an be realized
20



Figure 3: BBN onstraints on � and k for Æ = 0:01; 0:1 and 1 (from left to right). Theregions below the lines are allowed, in the sense that there exists a set of (m3=2; TR)onsistent with the BBN results in the range, m3=2 2 [102; 104℄GeV and TR 2 [1; 1010℄GeV(left panel); m3=2 2 [102; 104℄GeV and TR 2 [106; 1010℄GeV (right panel).easily by imposing the Z2 symmetry. In fat, if Z and QQ are odd under Z2, the Yukawaoupling k and the mass M 0 should break the Z2 symmetry. Thus k and Æ = M 0=Mbeome naturally small. However it is notied that k annot be too small, sine thestability of the SUSY breaking vauum would be upset due to the tahyoni messengersand/or the deay via the tunneling to the SUSY preserving vauum.AknowledgmentWe thank M. Ibe and S. Shirai for useful disussions.Referenes[1℄ See for a review, H. P. Nilles, Phys. Rept. 110 (1984) 1.[2℄ G. F. Giudie and A. Masiero, Phys. Lett. B 206, 480 (1988).[3℄ K. Inoue, M. Kawasaki, M. Yamaguhi and T. Yanagida, Phys. Rev. D 45, 328(1992).[4℄ M. Kawasaki, F. Takahashi and T. T. Yanagida, Phys. Lett. B 638, 8 (2006); Phys.Rev. D 74, 043519 (2006). 21
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